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Abstract 

Thin, hydrous /3-Pt oxide films were formed electrochemically by the rapid potential cycling method. 
When these films were partially reduced at constant potential (0.65-0.30 V), and the remaining oxide 
film was reduced by scanning the potential to 0 V, up to 20% more charge is passed than when the film 
is reduced exclusively in a potential sweep. Also, the potential and shape of the remaining /3-oxide peak 
is significantly altered after partial potentiostatic reduction. The excess cathodic charge passed in these 
experiments has been correlated with the appearance and magnitude of a new peak fi' seen in the next 
negative scan after a positive sweep into the region of compact Pt oxide formation. These results may 
indicate that potentiostatic film reduction occurs by a different mechanism, such that no oxide 
dissolution occurs, as compared to sweep reduction. They may also reflect the electrodeposition of 
dissolved Pt species at the base of the ^-oxide pores during potential holding. This deposit could inhibit 
the full reduction of the /8-oxide film in the normal range of potentials, while surface rearrangement 
brought about by the place exchange process during compact oxide formation/reduction in the next 
negative cycle allows it to be reduced in the fi' peak. 

INTRODUCTION 

In our recent paper [1], the focus was on the growth and reduction of thin 
hydrous platinum oxide films (/3-oxide), formed by the rapid potential cycling 
technique. Our results supported the earlier conclusions of Burke and Roche 
[2-4], which indicated that the )8-Pt oxide film is a highly hydrated, porous 
polymer-like material, and showed conclusively, as did parallel work by Conway et 
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al. [5], that it lies above a thin, compact a-Pt oxide film and permits full access of 
solution species to the underlying metal surface. 

There is general agreement in the literature that the hydrous /3-Pt oxide is a 
Pt(IV) oxide, as shown also by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measure
ments [6-9]. The oxidation state of the compact a-oxide film has sometimes also 
been suggested to be Pt(IV), while Pt(II) oxide is postulated in the majority of past 
work (see refs. in [1]). Our recent investigations concerning the early stages of 
hydrous Pt oxide growth [1] by the potential cycling method have shown that 
relatively thin /3-oxide films can be reduced at potentials as positive as 0.6 V vs. 
RHE, i.e. within the potential range of the a-oxide reduction peak. This may 
indicate that the a and (3 oxides have the same oxidation state, i.e. (IV), but differ 
in structure/ composition. 

Another interesting feature of /3-Pt oxide electrochemistry referred to in our 
earlier work [1] is the occurrence of a new cathodic peak, observed after the 
following sequence of experimental steps: partial potentiostatic reduction of the 
(3-Pt oxide film; potentiodynamic reduction of the remaining /3-oxide film; and a 
full potential cycle to ca. 1.5 V and back to 0 V. The origin and significance of this 
new peak, seen in this latter negative sweep at potentials around 0.1-0.2 V, and 
labelled as the /3' peak, will be examined in greater detail in the present paper. 

In the prior work of Burke and co-workers, significant attention was focused on 
the fact that, based primarily on what is observed during potentiodynamic reduc
tion, two /3-Pt oxide reduction peaks can be seen [2-4,10-13]. These were 
interpreted as reflecting two distinguishable components of the oxide, HOI and 
H02, seen in both potentiostatic [10-14] and potentiodynamic [3,10-12] reduction 
experiments. The peak reduction potentials of HOI and H 0 2 are ca. 0.37 V and 
0.2 V vs. RHE, respectively, when the hydrous oxide is grown in sulfuric acid 
solutions and reduced in either sulfuric acid or in 1M NaOH, and at 0.37 and 0.28 
V when the oxide films are grown and reduced in 1M NaOH solutions [10]. Burke 
and co-workers [10,12] have found that, when the upper potential limit during 
oxide growth is less than 2.1 V, only the HOI peak is observed in acidic solutions. 
The H 0 2 peak appears when the upper limit exceeds 2.1 V during oxide growth. 
When the film was grown in base, a similar dependence of upper potential limit 
during growth on the potential of the /3-oxide reduction peak was observed. The 
characteristic reduction peak potentials of HOI and H02 were reported to be 
somewhat altered when thick oxide films are transferred from the growth medium 
to a solution of the other pH extreme. 

The ratio of the HOI and H 0 2 peak currents was found to depend not only on 
the upper potential limit used during oxide growth, but also on the growth time 
and cycling frequency. A longer cycling time favors the formation of the H02 
oxide, even at an upper growth limit of less than 2.0 V [12]. Rapid cycling (e.g. 100 
V s_ 1) favors the formation of the HOI oxide, while slower cycling (e.g. 20 V s -1) 
favors the formation of the H 0 2 oxide [12]. It was found that under potentiostatic 
conditions, even at potentials as low as 0.2 V, it was never possible to reduce 
completely thick Pt oxide films in base. This behavior is seen particularly for 
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acid-grown H 0 2 oxides, where ca. 70% of the film remained on the surface even 
after 10 min of holding at 0.13 V in base [10]. The total amount of Pt oxide film 
present in these experiments was determined from parallel runs involving film 
reduction in acid solutions. In contrast, the acid-grown HOI oxide is completely 
reduced in acid and almost completely in base [10]. This may demonstrate a 
difference in the properties of the HOI and H 0 2 oxide films. A similar effect of 
increased resistance to reduction of hydrous Au oxide in base was recently 
reported by Burke and O'Sullivan [15]. 

The present paper is focused primarily on the partial potentiostatic reduction of 
relatively thin /3-Pt oxide films (H02 type, according to the Burke classification) in 
0.5 M sulfuric acid. The results of these experiments, as well as the observation of 
a new reduction peak in the next full cycle of potential, are used to yield a more 
complete picture of hydrous /3-Pt oxide film structure, composition and properties. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

General 

The equipment and general experimental methodology employed in this work 
have been described in detail in our previous paper [1]. The working electrode was 
fashioned from 99.999% pure Pt wire (Johnson-Matthey), while the counter 
electrode was a large-area platinum gauze, usually placed in the same compart
ment as the working electrode. All potentials are given with respect to the 
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). 

All solutions were prepared from ACS grade sulfuric acid (Fisher) and thrice-
distilled water. Argon (Zero gas, Matheson) was bubbled through the solution at 
all times, unless otherwise specified, to deoxygenate the solutions. The solution 
temperature was always 22 ± 1°C. 

Real working electrode areas were determined from the charge passed in the 
hydrogen adsorption/desorption peaks before and after each experiment. This 
procedure was necessary because of the roughening, by sometimes as much as 
50%, of the electrode surface after the reduction of /3-Pt oxide films. 

Between all /3-oxide growth experiments, the potential was scanned from 0.0 to 
1.8 V at 1 V s"1 for 5 min. This procedure was carried out in order to return the 
electrode to its original condition, as seen by the return of the currents to their 
original values. 

/3-Oxide film growth 

Reproducible /3-oxide film growth was achieved by rapid potential cycling at 1 
or 4 V s"1 between 0.5 and 2.82 V [3,4], found by Burke and Roche to lead to 
H02 oxide films, for a specific number of growth cycles. (3-oxide films formed at 1 
V s"1 were grown for 10 min (ca. 130 cycles) and at 4 V s _ 1 for 2 min (ca. 100 
cycles). After /3-oxide growth was complete, the potential was first held at 1.3 V for 
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3 min while the cell solution was deoxygenated, and was then scanned negatively to 
0.0 V at a relatively low sweep rate (usually in the range of 20-100 mV s_ 1). 

Potential holding experiments 

In order to investigate the reduction of /3-oxide films at constant potential, the 
potential was scanned negatively immediately after deoxygenation of the solution 
(at 1.3 V) to £ho ld (between 0.3 and 0.6 V) and the cathodic current and charge 
passed during holding was monitored. The time of holding tho,d was varied from 1 
to 20 min. The amount of residual j3-oxide remaining was established by measur
ing the reduction charge during the subsequent scan from Ebold to 0.0 V. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Potentiodynamic reduction of (3-Pt oxide films 

Figure 1 shows the /3-oxide charge density as a function of the growth time for 
the two different growth rates used in this work (1 and 4 V s"1). In each case, the 
oxide film was reduced at 100 mV s^1 with no potential holding after oxygen 
removal at 1.3 V. The numbers adjacent to the points in Fig. 1 indicate the number 
of growth cycles used. It is of interest that qp depends primarily on the number of 
cycles rather than the growth sweep rate in these experiments. The data in Fig. 1, 
reproducible to within ca. 5%, was used to generate /3-oxide films of similar 
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Fig. 1. Charge density in /3-oxide reduction peak as a function of oxide growth time at 1 (o) and 4 (•) V 
s"1. 
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Fig. 2. Cyclic voltammograms of a Pt electrode in 0.5 M H 2 S 0 4 , 100 mV s - 1 . Standard positive/nega
tive scan ( ); negative scan after 15 min of /i-oxide growth (0.5 to 2.82 V, 1 V s _ 1 , 193 cycles) 
( ); subsequent positive/negative scan ( ). 

thicknesses (charges) at the two growth rates used for the experiments in this work. 
The /3-oxide charge densities employed are in the range of 4-6 mC cm - 2 , i.e. 
equivalent to ca. 5-10 monolayers of oxide, which is much lower (by factors of 
50-100) than those used by Burke and co-workers [10,11]. 

The dependence of the cathodic peak monitored during thin /3-oxide film 
reduction was examined as a function of solution agitation in order to establish the 
influence of mass transport limitations on this reaction. After /3-oxide films were 
grown at 4 V s - 1 (100 cycles) and removal of oxygen (3 min at 1.3 V), the /3-oxide 
films were reduced while passing Ar through the solution at various flow rates. At 
oxide reduction rates in the range of 5-50 mV s_ 1 , no influence of the rate of 
solution agitation on either the /3-oxide reduction charge or the peak potential was 
observed. This indicates that mass transport processes in solution are not rate-
limiting during potentiodynamic /3-oxide reduction and that the reaction rate is 
controlled by a process within the oxide film. 

In our previous study [1] with even thinner /3-oxide films, no evidence of 
electrode roughening was observed after the formation and reduction of hydrous 
Pt oxide films. However, some changes in surface area were seen in the present set 
of experiments, where somewhat thicker films were studied. Figure 2 shows the 
cyclic voltammetric (CV) response recorded before /3-oxide growth ( ), the 
first negative sweep immediately after /3-oxide growth ( ) and the following 
complete positive/ negative sweep after /3-oxide film reduction ( ), from 
which a substantial extent of surface roughening can be seen. Following this, the 
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original CV response could be re-achieved after 5 min of potential scanning 
between 0.0 and 1.8 V at 1 V s_ 1 . The recovery of the original response may 
indicate that the Pt surface is in a metastable state immediately after the reduction 
of /3-Pt oxide films, similar to that suggested by Burke and co-workers [10,12,13] 
and Alonso et al. [16]. 

Reduction of (3-oxide films at constant potential 

Earlier experiments have shown that the /3-oxide films can be potentiostatically 
reduced at potentials substantially positive of the peak seen during potentiody-
namic reduction [1,3,4,10-13]. Figure 3 shows the charge passed, qhoM, with time 
at 0.3 V and that passed in the subsequent sweep from 0.3 to 0 V, qp, together 
with their sum, as a function of holding time. The charge passed during holding at 
0.3 V increases with time, while qp decreases proportionately. One surprising 
observation is that the sum of qho]d and q^ at EhM = 0.3 V is higher than 
Qp(t = 0), the charge passed in a typical sweep reduction when no holding is 
involved. Very similar results were obtained when £ho ld = 0.35 and 0.4 V. The 
ratio of q^(t = 0):(qp +<3,

hoid) attains a steady-state value of ca. 0.7-0.8 after a 
holding time of 10 min. This indicates that the charge passed during holding is 
related not only to the slow reduction of the /3-oxide film, but also to some other 
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Fig. 3. Charge density passed during partial potentiostatic reduction of /3-oxide at 0.3 V ((Jhoid> &' 
followed by potentiodynamic reduction of remaining film (qp, o ) at 20 mV s" 1 as a function of holding 
time at 0.3 V. Upper curve shows sum of qp + <7hold (•). /3-oxide charge density without potential 
holding (qp, t = 0) is also shown. /3-oxide grown for 10 min at 1 V s _ 1 between 0.5 and 2.82 V. 
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Fig. 4- /3-oxide charge density during potentiodynamic reduction (20 mV s ') following holding at 0.3 
and 0.4 V for various thold. /3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 

process. The effect of the value of Ehold on the amount of remaining /3-oxide after 
various holding times is shown in Fig. 4. 

Similar experiments were carried out by Burke and co-workers [10,11] in 1M 
sulfuric acid and 1M NaOH, but with much thicker films. They monitored the 
potentiostatic reduction of the /3-oxide when the potential was held between 0.4 
and 0.8 V in acid and between 0 and 0.8 V in basic solutions. However, they did 
not report results similar to those shown here in Fig. 3. It is difficult to compare 
their results with our work because their /3-oxide films were at least forty times 
thicker, were grown at a much higher rate (between 40 and 100 V s~! [10,11]) and 
used a less positive upper potential limit (less than 2.1 V) than in our work. This 
would imply that they produced the HOI film preferentially, whereas the H02 
film (reduced at more negative potentials) was probably formed in the present 
study. 

As stated above, the charge monitored during the potentiodynamic reduction of 
thin 0-oxide films is independent of solution stirring. However, while the charges 
are also not affected by solution stirring, some effects of solution agitation are seen 
in these potentiostatic/sweep reduction runs. In one series of experiments, after 
j8-oxide growth at 1 V s^1, the potential was held for x min (1 <x < 20) at 0.4 V 
with no solution agitation, followed by complete /3-oxide reduction by scanning to 
0 V, with and without stirring of the solution. Figure 5 shows the Ep<p dependence 
on holding time at 0.4 V in these two cases. With no solution agitation, Ep p is 
constant up to ca. 10 min at 0.4 V and then drops at fhold > 15 min. In the 
presence of solution stirring, the peak potential moves negatively at shorter times 
to a steady state. 
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10 15 20 

Fig. 5. Effect of solution agitation on peak potential for residual /3-oxide reduction (20 mV s ') after 
holding at 0.4 V for various times. j3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 

Figure 6 shows that, not only does the peak potential for residual /3-oxide 
reduction shift negatively with time of potential holding, but the peak shape is also 
altered. The peak broadens with increasing /hold and, in some cases, is split into 
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Fig. 6. Residual /3-oxide reduction peak after various times of holding at 0.65 V with solution stirring. 
/3-oxide grown at 4 V s - 1 , 30 cycles. 
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E/V vs.RHE 
Fig. 7. Standard (100 mV s^1) positive/negative scan ( ); negative scan immediately after 
/3-oxide growth, holding for 10 min at 0.4 V, and /3-oxide film reduction at 20 mV s"1 ( ); 
following positive/negative cycle at 100 mV s"1 ( ). /3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 

two components. These effects are particularly noticeable when the solution is 
stirred during potentiostatic reduction. These experiments show that significant 
changes must be occurring in the /3-oxide film, e.g. dehydration, polymerization, 
and/or other changes in oxide composition or structure during potentiostatic 
reduction. This will be discussed in more detail later in this paper. 

The P' peak 

After partial potentiostatic /3-oxide reduction at moderately negative values 
(e.g. 0.4 V, but not greater than 0.6 V), followed by the potentiodynamic reduction 
of the remaining /3-oxide film, a cathodic peak (labelled as the /3' peak), centered 
at ca. 0.1 V, is seen after the next positive sweep to potentials in the range of 1.0 to 
1.6 V. The charge in the /3' peak never exceeds 20% of the full charge of the 
/8-oxide film. The /3' peak appears only in the cycle immediately after the following 
sequence: /3-oxide growth; partial reduction at constant potential; reduction of the 
remaining /3-oxide in a negative scan; and a positive/negative cycle. If the 
potential is swept positively (without complete removal of the /3-oxide film) 
immediately after potential holding, the /3' peak does not appear in the following 
negative scan. 

Figure 7 shows the results of such an experiment in which, after growth of a 
typical /3-oxide (1 V s"1, 10 min), the potential was held for 10 min at 0.4 V, the 
remaining 0-oxide was then reduced potentiodynamically ( ) and then a 
full cycle of potential (0 <-> 1.6 V) was applied ( ). The solution was stirred 
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Fig. 8. Charge density of residual /3-oxide and p' peak as a function of holding time at 0.4 V. Solution 
was stirred during all experiments. /3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 

with vigorous argon bubbling throughout these runs. The B' peak is seen only 
when the potential is held in the range 0.4 to 0.6 V, prior to scanning over the j8 
peak. It is noteworthy that £p(3 , differs from the hydrogen adsorption peak 
potential and that a matching anodic feature is not seen. 

The charge in the B' peak, reproducible to within ca. 20-30%, increases with 
decreasing ishold and with increasing tho^. Figure 8 shows q^i as a function of 
holding time at 0.4 V. The lower part of this figure shows the )3-oxide charge 
remaining after partial potentiostatic reduction during the same series of experi
ments. qp, is inversely proportional to qp during the first 10 min of holding and 
then both remain constant at longer holding times. Figure 9 shows that q^ is 
linearly related to qhold at both £hold = 0.3 and 0.4 V. These results show clearly 
that the process occurring in /?' is closely linked to the process(es) occurring 
during /3-oxide reduction at constant potential. 

Figure 10 shows the potential of the B' peak as a function of sweep rate. The ft 
peak was obtained by growing a j3-oxide film at 1 V s"1, deoxygenation at 1.3 V, 
holding for 10 min at 0.4 V, reduction of the remaining ^-oxide at 20 mV s~l and 
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Fig- 9. /3' charge density as a function of charge density passed during potentiostatic reduction of 
/3-oxide at 0.3 and 0.4 V. /3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 

then a full positive/negative cycle of potential at various reduction sweep rates. A 
typical linear dependence is observed in Fig. 10, perhaps indicative of slow 
electron transfer kinetics of the /3' reaction. The change in Epj}, with sweep rate 

s/mV s" 

Fig. 10. Peak potential of /8' peak as a function of reduction sweep rate. /3' peak recorded after 
reduction of /3-oxide for 10 min at 0.4 V, potentiodynamic reduction of remaining /S-oxide film and one 
nil] positive/negative cycle. /3-oxide grown as in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 11. Charge density of j3' peak as a function of upper potential limit of prior cycle. /3-oxide grown 
as in Fig. 3. 

1.5 

E/V vs. RHE 
Fig. 12. Standard positive/negative cycle (- -); negative scan immediately after 0-oxide growth, 
holding for 10 min at 0.4 V, and then sweep reduction of residual /3-oxide ( ); subsequent 
positive/negative scan, but during the negative scan, the potential was held again for 8 min at 0.4 V 
and then extended to 0 V ( • - - • ) ; subsequent positive/negative sweep ( ). /3-oxide grown as in 
Fig. 3. 
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also indicates that the /3' peak is unrelated to the hydrogen desorption process, 
which would be expected to be sweep-rate independent under these conditions. 

As mentioned earlier, the positive scan after partial potentiostatic /3-oxide 
reduction and the reduction of the remaining /3-oxide film by potential scanning 
w a s found to be essential to obtaining the /3' peak. Figure 11 shows the /3' charge 
as a function of the positive limit E+ of the prior positive scan. In these 
experiments, the /3-oxide film was formed at 1 V s"1 for 10 min, was then partially 
reduced for 10 min at 0.4 V, then reduced further at 20 mV s - 1 and, in the 
following positive sweep, E + was varied between 0.7 and 1.8 V. The /3' charge was 
found to be directly proportional to the E+ value (Fig. 11). When E+ is less than 
0.7 V, the /3' peak is not seen, even after excursions to higher potentials in 
subsequent cycles of potential. 

Another experiment involved the partial reduction of the /3-oxide at 0.4 V for 
10 min, followed by potentiodynamic reduction of the remaining film, and then 
holding the potential for 5 min at 0 V. A /3' peak was not seen in the next negative 
cycle. In a subsequent experiment, it was observed that if the potential was 
scanned positively after partial potentiostatic reduction, and then held again at 0.4 
V (Fig. 12), the /3' peak was seen again, although its potential is shifted negatively 
somewhat —( ) and ( ) in Fig. 12. These two results imply that the /3' 
peak reflects the reduction of material, probably Pt oxide, which could not be 
reduced in the prior negative scan. This also supports the fact that time spent in 
the potential range of 0.3 to 0.6 V, when a /3-oxide film is present on the electrode 
surface, is the primary requirement for the development of the /3' peak. 

Model of potentiostatic (3-oxide reduction and the origin and significance of the /3' 
peak 

The issue of the excess charge density will be examined first. There seem to be 
several possible interpretations of this observation. The first is that, during the 
potentiodynamic reduction of /3-oxide films, not all of the film is reduced and 
some unreduced film remains on the electrode surface. If this were the case, then 
given enough time during potential holding, more complete film reduction could 
occur and hence larger charges would be monitored. From our previous work [1,5], 
it was shown that a small amount of unreduced /3-oxide would be difficult to 
detect electrochemically, as the a-oxide formation/ reduction process can still 
proceed, even in the presence of a thick, overlying /3-oxide film. 

Results obtained in preliminary studies [17] using the quartz crystal microbal-
ance (QCMB) technique in our laboratory do not seem to support this hypothesis, 
however. It is seen that the electrode appears to lose less mass, rather than more, 
during a potentiostatic/sweep /3-oxide reduction run than when the /3-oxide film 
is reduced by potential scanning only. If potential holding were to achieve the 
complete reduction of the /3-oxide film, it would also be difficult to understand 
why the new /3' peak is observed under these conditions (after potential holding 
and sweeping), rather than after sweep reduction of the oxide film. Furthermore, 
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the fact that the /?-oxide charge passed during potentiodynamic reduction j s 

independent of potential sweep rate would also tend to refute this suggestion. 
A second interpretation of the excess charge densities involves the notion that 

during sweep reduction, some of the /3-oxide film dissolves into solution (in an 
unreduced form), while with potential holding, this does not occur. If this explana
tion were correct, then the mass changes observed in the two cases should be 
identical; this is being tested more carefully in parallel work at the present time. 
This suggestion would also be consistent with some hints in the literature [4] that 
Pt dissolution occurs primarily during the reduction of yS-Pt oxide films, rather 
than during growth. 

A third interpretation of the excess charges involves the simultaneous occur
rence of the oxygen reduction reaction during potential holding. However, the 
excess charge is unlikely to be ascribable to the reduction of oxygen from solution, 
primarily as the solutions were continuously flushed with argon throughout these 
experiments. Also, the intentional introduction of oxygen gas into the solution 
during potential holding was not found to affect the results obtained. It is perhaps 
feasible that the oxygen originates from solution trapped in the pores of the 
/3-oxide film. However, the amount of oxygen would have to be high to account for 
the large excess charges observed. Therefore, this is considered to be an unlikely 
explanation of the observed results. 

One further possibility involves the reduction of dissolved Pt oxy- and/or 
sulphato complexes, either from the solution or, once again, from within the pores 
of the oxide film, produced at high positive potentials during oxide growth. Burke 
and Roche [4] did not observe any Pt in solution after rapid cycling of the Pt 
electrode potential (0.58-2.1 V, 33 Hz) for 15 min in 1 M sulfuric acid, using 
atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) analysis. However, 1 h of rapid cycling 
under these conditions led to a measurable amount of Pt dissolved in the solution 
(ca. 20 ppm). Chialvo et al. [18] were unable to detect any Pt by AAS after 4 h of 
rapid cycling between the optimum potential limits used in their work. 

It is of interest that the smaller mass loss of an oxide-covered Pt electrode, 
measured during our recent QCMB experiments [16] involving potentiostatic/ 
sweep reduction vs. /3-oxide reduction by potential sweeping only, would be 
consistent with the deposition of some material, e.g. of Pt, on the electrode during 
potential holding. It is also of interest that Pt dissolution (either during /3-oxide 
growth or oxide reduction) has been confirmed in these latter /3-oxide growth/ 
reduction experiments by the gradual loss of the absolute mass of the Pt/quartz 
crystal as well as by the easily seen thinning of the Pt coating with time of 
experimentation. 

Another important observation made during experiments involving the partial 
potentiostatic reduction of the )3-oxide films is that, when the remaining film is 
reduced in a scan to 0 V, the peak is broader in shape and is located at a more 
negative potential (Fig. 6) than if the film is reduced fully by potentiodynamic 
means. In fact, evidence for the presence of two peaks under these conditions can 
sometimes be seen. The shape and potential of the peak for the reduction of this 
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jesidual /3-oxide after partial reduction at constant potential also depends on 
solution agitation (Fig. 6). 

These results may indicate that a change in the properties of the /3-oxide film is 
occurring during potentiostatic reduction. Of the possible interpretations discussed 
above for the excess charge density, this would be consistent with the suggestion 
that some unreduced /3-Pt oxide dissolves during sweep reduction, while all/most 
of the oxide film is reduced in the potential hold/scan runs. It appears that a 
different film reduction mechanism ensues in these two cases, such that the film 
reduction properties are also altered. 

The change in shape and potential of the reduction peak of residual /3-oxide 
film may also be related to the electrodeposition of Pt, either as metal or in the 
form of an oxide of lower oxidation state, from its hydrated ionic form in solution. 
This deposit could form at the mouth of the pores of the oxide film, hence 
preventing loss of water and/or oxygen species from the film and hence changing 
the mechanism and/or kinetics of further /3-oxide reduction. However, considering 
the poor electrical conductivity of the /3-oxide film [1,19], it is more likely that it 
would deposit at the base of the pores of the hydrous oxide film. It was shown in 
our previous work that the hydrous oxide film is fully accessible to solution species 
and that unperturbed electrochemical reactions, such as compact Pt oxide forma
tion/reduction, can occur at the electrode/film interface, even in the presence of 
a thick overlying /3-oxide film [1,5]. If the electrodeposition of Pt occurs at the pore 
base during potential holding, it is possible that this could significantly alter the 
kinetics of further oxide reduction in the subsequent negative scan. It could also 
result in the trapping of some oxide film so that it cannot be readily reduced in the 
subsequent potential scan to 0 V. 

In connecting the above suggestions with the origin and nature of the species 
reduced in the /?' peak, it is suggested that the /8' peak reflects the reduction of 
some hydrous /3-oxide which could not be reduced in the previous cathodic 
excursion. This would be consistent with the fact that a /3' peak is not seen in a 
subsequent cycle of potential if the potential is held at 0 V for 5 min immediately 
after the combined potentiostatic/sweep reduction of a /3-oxide film. 

A very important aspect of the factors which promote the appearance of the /3' 
peak is that its magnitude depends on the anodic limit of the sweep which follows 
|3-oxide reduction by the combined potentiostatic/sweep method (Fig. 11), i.e. on 
how much a-oxide is formed. Also, it is important that if, after partial potentio
static reduction at 0.4 V, the potential is scanned positively to ca. 1.5 V and then 
negatively to 0 V to remove the remaining /3-oxide film, the /3' peak is not seen. 
These observations indicate that the /3' oxide is located at the Pt /Pt oxide film 
interface. When the potential is extended positively so that the compact a-oxide 
film can form and the place exchange process commences [20], the surface 
reconstruction process involved both during compact oxide growth and reduction 
may reactivate the trapped oxide material, so that it can now be reduced in the /3' 
peak in the next negative scan. 

Further experiments are currently underway to test the above hypotheses 
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concerning both the excess charge passed during the potentiostatic reduction of 
hydrous /3-Pt oxide films and the associated origin and significance of the /3' peak 
seen in the following cycle of potential. 

SUMMARY 

Thin, hydrous /3-Pt oxide films were formed electrochemically by rapid potential 
scanning between controlled potential limits in 0.5 M H 2 S0 4 solutions. Potentio
static reduction of these oxides could be accomplished at potentials as high as 0.65 
V vs. RHE. After partial film reduction at constant potentials in the range of 
0.65-0.3 V, sweep reduction of the residual oxide showed that significant changes 
occur within the film during time of potential holding, as seen by the often 
substantial negative shift and broadening of the reduction peak of the remaining 
/3-oxide film. Also, the sum of the charge passed during partial potentiostatic film 
reduction plus that passed during sweep reduction of the remaining oxide was 
found to be up to 20% greater than when oxide films were reduced potentiody-
namically, without any potential holding. It was also found that in the next 
negative sweep after a positive scan into the potential range of compact oxide 
formation, a comparatively large cathodic peak is seen at ca. 0.1-0.2 V. This peak, 
labelled as the /3' peak, probably reflects the reduction of /3-oxide film which 
could not be accomplished in the prior negative scan. The excess charge passed 
during film reduction by the combined potentiostatic/ sweep method was found to 
be directly proportional to the (3' oxide charge density. Also, the magnitude of the 
/3' peak was linearly related to the upper potential limit in the prior positive scan. 

One possible interpretation of these results involves the notion that /3-oxide 
reduction by the potential hold/ sweep method changes the film reduction mecha
nism, so that all of the film is electrochemically reduced, while scan reduction may 
result in the dissolution of some unreduced /3-oxide film. Another possible 
explanation involves the electrodeposition of dissolved Pt species, produced during 
prior /3-oxide growth/reduction cycles, at the base of pores in the /3-oxide film 
during the potential holding phase. The dissolved Pt species may originate from 
the bulk solution or from solution trapped in the pores of the film. This deposited 
material may then inhibit the reduction of /3-oxide film located in the region of the 
metal/oxide interface. In the following positive sweep, the place exchange process 
during compact oxide formation/reduction causes sufficient surface rearrange
ment to permit the reduction of the remaining /3-oxide film at negative potentials, 
i.e. in the /3' peak. 
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